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The Future of Access
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bles have also been removed from Ac-
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and features over the years. Some peo-

intends to continue working with Access

tegrating Access with SharePoint Server,

ple will remember Microsoft’s discontin-

and enabling it to connect with other

SQL Server, Azure, and Office 365.

uing of FoxPro a number of years ago.

data and Web tools. That suggests it will
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That program was also a database pro-

be around for a while longer.

support data and Web-based perfor-

gram. And while it’s true that Microsoft

mance. This integration allows for creat-

discontinued it, that was at least partly

SharePoint

ing Web-based applications—which are

because the company had two data-

SharePoint is a Web-based development

a major focus of companies today—

base products at the time and decided

tool launched in 2001. It has primarily

using Access.

to focus on one of them: MS Access.

been used for intranet and document

Rapid data deployment of applica-
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In Access 2013, Microsoft stopped

management applications. A 2012 poll

tions to the Web is an important focus

supporting Access Data Projects (ADPs).

of the Intranet Professionals LinkedIn

of development work. There also are a

If you use ADPs, you probably aren’t

group found that 50% of intranets are

lot of Office customers worldwide—

very happy right now. As an alternative,
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Point. Starting with the release of
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Access developers, like myself, who
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2013, and 365. Microsoft says that

If you work in a small company, two

SharePoint is used by 78% of Fortune

For now,
the evidence
seems to
overwhelmingly
indicate that
Microsoft is
investing in
Access…

500 companies. Between 2006 and
2011, the company sold more than
36 million users licenses for SharePoint.
Currently there are versions available
at no cost, but additional versions with
more capabilities are sold for a fee.

Azure Cloud Service
Azure is a cloud service, which means it
allows you to keep your data and applications in the cloud for Web-based

good strategies to consider are investing
in training for a few key staff and regularly using a competent consultant.
Larger companies can support a technical staff in the business area with a few
individuals who have a deeper understanding of database design and system
development. Invest in training for these
individuals so they can regularly use the
product to its potential and keep an eye
on where Microsoft continues to take
the product.
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Management Strategy
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Master Budget Project. SF
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cally if you want. The SkyDrive cloud

the better option for you. Microsoft
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service that Microsoft has been refining

has some information on its site to

send Patricia a question to address

for the last several years also works with

help you work through the pros and

in the Access column, e-mail her at

Office 365.

cons.

kathrynmann@tds.net.
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